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In [ 1, Theorem 71, I stated that the order subring R associated to any 
c-ordered division ring D (see Definitions 1 and 2 below) is a distinguished 
total valuation ring in D. Here are the three alleged special features of R: 
(Al) For all ~1, b ED’, the multiplicative group of the division ring D, 
if b= b* E R, then aba-’ - bE J, the unique maximal right ideal of the 
valuation ring R. 
(A2) For all a ED’, the residue action of a on the residue division 
ring D = R/J exists, and it must be either the identity automorphism of b 
or its residue involution b + J + b* + J, provided D is a field. 
(A3) In all cases, R is an invariant total valuation ring in D; that is, 
aRap’ c R, for all UED’. 
The purpose of this note is threefold. Primo: I shall invalidate all three 
assertions (Al ) to (A3) by a convincing counterexample (Theorem 4, 
below). &condo: I shall isolate one of the lemmas in [ 11, where there is a 
flaw in the argument. Tertio: I shall mention some of the current revisions 
of the definition of a c-ordering conducive to a partial or fully potent 
remedy to the invalid [l, Theorem 73. 
For a reader who is not familiar with the referred involutional ordered 
structure, here are the bare essentials needed for the rest of this note. 
DEFINITION 1. Let D be a division ring with involution (*) (=anti- 
automorphism of D of period 2 for D noncommutative or period 1 or 2 for 
D a field). Call an order relation a > b on D a c-ordering if 
(i) 1 >O, a>0 implies a* >O; 
(ii) a>b and c>d together imply a+c>b+d; 
(iii) for all a = a* E D’ either a > 0 or u < 0; 
(iv) for all bED’ and a-a*>0 we have a(bb*)>O. 
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DEFINITION 2. (a) Call a E D a bounded element (resp. an infinitesimal) 
if, for some natural number n (resp. for all natural numbers m), 
au* <n = nl (resp. m(aa*) < 1). 
(b) Denote by R (resp. J), the subset of all bounded elements (resp. 
infinitesimals) in D. 
Facts 3 ([ 1, Theorems 4,6]). For D any c-ordered division ring 
(=division ring D with a fixed c-ordering) we have 
1. R is a subring of D, which is *-closed (i.e., a E R implies a* E R) 
2. R is a total valuation ring in D (i.e., for all UE D’, if a $ R then 
U -‘ER) 
3. The unique maximal right (and left) ideal of the valuation ring R 
is precisely J and, hence, J is *-closed so that D = R/J is a division ring 
with involution b + R + b* + R. 
4. All symmetries in B are central, and they form an archimedean 
ordered subfield with domain of positiveness l7= PO/J, where P, is the 
subset of positive symmetries in R and not in J. 
Before I produce the promised counterexample let me briefly recall the 
notion of Hilbert division ring (see [S, 14, p. 1871). Let @J be any division 
ring (or to fix the ideas, a field), and let cp be a fixed automorphism of @. 
The Hilbert division ring D = @(t, cp ) is the set of all Laurent power series 
Cian cciti where addition is as usual and multiplication is subject to the 
commutation rule 
ta = fp(a)t (a E @). 
For instance, if @ is a field and cp is the identity automorphism we get the 
Laurent power series field D = @((t)). 
For each a E D’ = @(r ; ~0)’ there is a uniquely determined integer 
m = u(u), the value of a, and aiE @ with a,E @ such that u=C~,~ ait’. 
Refer to a, as the lowest coefficient and to a,tm as the lowest term of a. 
For F any ordered field, and F((x)) the Laurent power series field over F 
with indeterminate x, we equip F((x)) with the standard extended ordering 
(i.e., u E F((x))’ is positive if, and only if, its lowest coefficient is positive 
in F). Then @ = F(x)[fi] sits inside F( (x)), where 
Jl+x=l+&x+. 
is the positive square root of 1 +x. The field @ is equipped with the 
restricted field ordering on F((x)). 
THEOREM 4 (A. R. WADSWORTH). Let F be any ordered field and let 
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@ = F(x)[fix] be the ordered extension as in the preceding. The Hilbert 
division ring D = @(t; cp >, where cp is the nontrivial Galois automorphism of 
@ over F(x), fails all three assertions (Al), (A2), and (A3) in the above. 
Proof I will break the argument into live steps. 
(a) D is a quaternionic division ring with centre Z = F(x)((t2)). By 
construction, if we put u = G then tu = rp(G) t = -(G) t = 
-ut. Also, the fixed subfield of cp is F(x). Hence, B= (1, U, t, ut} is a basis 
of D over Z (q-basis). 
(b) There is a unique involution of D fixing all elements on Z and such 
that both u and t are symmetries. For we can think of the desired involution 
(*) as a linear transformation of D over Z together with the basis B. When 
u = u*, t = t*, then (ut)* = t*u* = tu = -ut, and since 1* = 1, (*) is entirely 
known. Conversely, it is easy to see that any linear transformation d + d* 
of D over Z with basis B is an antiautomorphism if, and only if, 
(ab)* = b *a* for all a, b E B. If we decree u = u*, t = t*, (ut)* = t*u* = --ut, 
then (*) is our desired involution. 
(c) Relative to the involution in (b), D admits a certain c-ordering, 
which extends the field ordering on @. Let a E D’ be of value n, a = Ci, n cli t’ 
(IX, # 0). We begin by determining the effect of the involution. We have 
u = U* and F(x) c Z. Thus @ consists solely of symmetries. Also, t = t*. 
Thus 
a* = C aiti 
( > 
* = c t’Lq= 1 (Pi(c(Jti, 
i2n r>n 
and so v(a*) = v(a), and the lowest coefficient of a* is ~Y(c(,), where a,, is 
the lowest coefficient of a. 
Let P be the subset of D of all aED’ such that if CI,, is the lowest coef- 
ficient of a then both c(, and @(a,) are positive in the ordered field @. The 
following assertions are very easy to check: (PO) 0 $ P; (PI) 1 E P; 
(P2)aeP implies a*EP; (P3)for all a,bEP, a+bEP; (P4)for all 
a = a* ED’, either a E P or -a E P. I shall now check the assertion (P5) for 
all aeP and bED’, a(bb*)EP. 
Clearly if we put v(a) = n and v(b) =m then the lowest term of a(bb*) 
will be the product of the lowest terms of a and bb*. For a=C criti, 
b = C fij tj the preceding term is 
a, t”/?, tmtmp, = a, qfypg t2m +n, 
and so the lowest coefficient of a(bb*) is cr,cp”(flk). Because UE P we have 
CL,>O in @. Also, @(pi) = (q~~(fi~)))‘>O in @ resulting in cr,@‘(/?~)>O. 
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Also, 
cp *“+“hfwJ) = cp”(~“cp”KJ) = cp(%)Bi >o in 0 
since ~“(a,) > 0, which places a(bb*) in P. 
From the preceding the binary relation on D defined by 
a>hoa-beP 
turns D to a c-ordered division ring. Because c( > 0 in @ implies c( E P, the 
c-ordering extends the field ordering on 0. 
(d) We can find a, b E D with b = b* E R, the order subring of D, with 
abaa’ - b$ J, thus failing statements (Al) and (A3). Choose a = t and 
b = u = fi. By construction, u = 1 + g, where g is an infinitesimal in 
the ordered field @(g > 0). Then g E J. Now, 
abaa-b=tutt-u= -2u= -2(l+g). 
We have g E J, and 2 is invertible in R giving - 2( 1 + g) $ J. 
(e) The residue division ring D has trivial residue involution, so ii is 
commutative; yet t does not act on ii simply because tRtt ’ qL R and, hence, 
statement (A2) fails. As a preliminary observation, for all a ED, if aa* E J 
then a E J and if aa* E R then a E R (see [ 1, Theorem 41 and the proof). Let 
then a=Cibn CQ t’ have value n, and suppose that a E R, a 4 J. We have 
aa*=cc~t*“+ ~~~withaa*~Randaa*#J.Ifn>Owegetaa*~Jas@t’cJ 
for i > 0. If, on the other hand, n < 0, then as @t pi n R = r+6 for i > 0, we get 
aa* # R. This shows that n = 0. Moreover, aa* = E: + bt*“+ ’ + . . . can be 
equated (up to a l-unit) to u;. Because the c-ordering extends the field 
ordering it must be that ai is a valuation unit in @ relative to the order 
valuation of the ordered field @. From this, CI, is of the form CX, = /I( 1 + g) 
with b E F and g E @ n J. Hence, a is of the form 
a=cr(l+ g”) (g” E J, u E F, an order valuation unit). 
Thus a+J=cc+J, and so a*+J=a+J. 
What we have shown is that, in fact, b = F, the ordered residue field of 
the ordered field 1”. 
To check that tRt-’ Ct R take c=u+1=2+j(jEJ) and d=c-‘ER. 
Here, 
tdt-‘=(tut-‘+l))‘=(-u+l)-’ 
= -jj’$R (asjEJ). 1 
More can be said about the order subring R found in the preceding 
theorem if the ground ordered field is archimedean. In that case, R can be 
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thought of as the inverse image of the valuation ring in d = F(x)(G) 
corresponding to the x-adic valuation. Here, B = D, is the residue division 
associated to the standard valuation u: D = @(t; cp) + Z u cc which assigns 
to a series aeD’ its value u(a), and R= f-‘(D,), where w is the x-adic 
valuation on F(x)(G) c F((x)), and f is the canonical epimorphism 
from R, onto 6. 
For the record, I should say that the construction found in the preceding 
theorem is an immediate extension (in the valuation theoretic meaning of 
the term) of a construction due to Professor A. R. Wadsworth (letter to 
me, dated 30 August 1988), hence the attribution to him. His construction 
of the c-ordering is nonetheless of a different nature, and promising for a 
better understanding of this subject matter. Now to the faulting argument 
in [l]. 
It is an obvious fact that statement (Al) logically implies both (A2) and 
(A3). Hence, the flaw must occur somewhere in the series of lemmas 
needed to “establish” (Al). Look at the “proof” of Cl, Lemma 51. On 
page 509, lines 23 and 24, we have two equations of the form 
(E) s=k-‘(...)k-‘; 
(E’) r= (g- 1))’ s+d-‘(...) &‘s-‘(g- 1))‘. 
By construction, k is skew symmetric (k= -k*), say, in D and 
k = ds(g - 1) with d= d*, s = s*. The substitution 
k-l= (g- I)-’ s-1&1 
is correct; but the substitution for k-’ in (E’) as a right factor is incorrect. 
One should read 
,I-’ = -(k*)-’ = -&‘s-‘(g* - I)-‘. 
The omission of taking (*) (for g) is due to a misprint and has no bearing 
on the status of the lemma-in fact, (g* - 1) -’ is needed as such. In sharp 
contrast, the error of sign is the real cause for dismissal of [l, Lemma 51 
and by way of consequence of [l, Theorem 71. 
There are various partial remedies ensuring, at the very least, an 
invariant order subring R. Among other things, let me announce two 
reasonable requirements. 
(A4) Givens=s*>Oand gEJ,S(l+g)+(s(l+g))*>O. 
(A5) The c-ordering on D restricts to a Henselian c-ordering on 2; 
that is, the order valuation of the restricted c-ordering is a Henselian 
valuation. 
These requirements are explored in [2, 31. 
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Finally, there is a fully potent remedy for validating [ 1, Theorem 73, 
and that is by adding one more axiom in Definition 1: 
(A6) For s=s*#O and b=b* such that ql>b>q, for some 
positive rationals q1 and q2 there follows sbs>O. 
A c-ordering verifying (A6) is called a normal c-ordering in [2]. 
Something even stronger than (Al) is shown there, namely, 
(A7) Foralla,bED’,a(bb*)aP*(bb*))‘E1+J. 
There are varied classes of normal c-orderings with well-understood 
order valuations (c-valuations) that can be found in [l, 2, 3, 43. 
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